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The “Other” Freitag Layout

By Bob Barnett

Most model railroaders around Houston have visited the Stoney Creek and Western on at least one
occasion. Many have visited it or operated on the SC&W dozens of time. But not everyone knows that a
few blocks away lies a hidden jewel, the Texas & Northern Railroad. The original Freitag layout dates back
into the 1940s but has been rebuilt and updated. Builder, and owner, Gus Freitag has long been a fixture in
the Houston model railroad scene as the owner of G&G Model Shop. Gus worked at G&G for several
years, then became the owner. He and wife Rhoda ran the shop for many years and the shop, now the oldest
hobby shop in the state of Texas, is still run by daughter Diane and grandson Keith.
Gus worked Saturdays for decades so showing his railroad was limited by his shop hours. But in the late
1980s and 1990s he was open on the layout tours for several years, so a lot of Houston area modelers got
the chance to see the Texas & Northern. But I’ll wager few recall the quality of the models and breadth of
the scenery.
The photos accompanying this article were taken by Keith Freitag. Many of these structures were scratchbuilt and I can identify several built from articles published in Model Railroader decades ago. Those
structures not built from scratch are usually early craftsman kits and the workman ship on all is excellent.
And check out that Rocky Mountain scenery and ENJOY!!!

Mountain Scenery on Gus Freitag’s Texas & Northern Railroad
All Photography by Keith Freitag
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Curved Timber Trestle on the Texas & Northern

Model of the Western Pacific’s Keddie Wye and a steel arch bridge on the T&NRR
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The Fritz Mill was scratch-built from an article by George Allen in July 1952
Model Railroader titled “The Mifflinburg Mill”. Gus told the author years ago
That the stonework was carved on balsa wood then painted and weathered.

The Sugar Beet Loader was scratch-built from an article
by Earle Cochran in Model Railroader in the early 1950s.
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The Texas & Northern is a multi-deck railroad. Shown above are two decks of full
Rocky Mountain scenery. Note the excellent lighting on both decks.

The “Northern” in Texas & Northern meant Colorado as evidenced by
Gus’ model of the entrance portal to the Moffat Tunnel
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The Scenery is excellent, and the
structures are superbly detailed.
The craftsmanship of the layout
construction is outstanding.
Check out the details of the
double track, four level spiralhelix.

Early structure Gus scratchbuilt for a contest
(submitted by Virginia Freitag)
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American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series

By Jeff Williams

Chapter 5: The Bridge Over the River Mississippi
In this installment of my American Civil War Railroad Series I take you back to the decade before the Civil
War. With the advent of steam power and as new rails were being laid down at a breakneck pace a rivalry
developed between steamboat and railroad companies and operators. Railroads could move goods and people
faster and to many more locations as railroads fanned out like new arteries across the map. However, speed
also came with higher prices charged by the railroad companies. The steamship companies guarded the
Nation’s waterways as these were their life blood.
During U.S. President Franklin Pierce’s term (1853 – 1857) there was an intense debate as to whether any
railroad bridge should be built over a major navigable waterway, such as the mighty Mississippi River, and if
so, where such a bridge should be constructed. A topological survey was performed in 1837 by a young Army
Lieutenant indicating that a good site existed for a railroad bridge over the Mississippi River linking Rock
Island, IL and Davenport, Iowa. A railroad bridge built at this site would link the Chicago and Rock Island
Railroad with the Mississippi and Missouri Railroad across the river in Iowa.

Figure 1 - Part of 1837 Topological Survey showing potential locations for a railroad bridge over the Mississippi River.
The actual bridge was constructed where the dashed lines extend over the River on the extreme left of the picture.
Notice how the channel narrows and twists, which would increase the speed of the current essentially ruling out the
other two possible bridge locations.
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Steamship companies argued vociferously that any such railroad bridge, given the available construction
methods at the time, would be a serious hazard to ship navigation, potentially leading to a catastrophic event.
Furthermore, there was a territorial debate as where such a bridge should be constructed. By this time in U.S.
history the country was already intensely divided due to the slavery/state’s rights issue. If you recall in one of
my earlier articles in this series, I mentioned how railroads expanding North and West at that time would
eventually cause mostly agricultural emerging states (Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana and Missouri) to side
with the Northern war effort when the Civil War began, due to increased commerce and linkage connections
with cities in the North and East. Given this known importance of expanding and extending railroads, there
were those that wanted this railroad bridge over the Mississippi River built connecting Northern states and
those that wanted the bridge built connecting Southern states (Memphis and Vicksburg were the leading
Southern candidate locations).
Now President Franklin Pierce’s administration clearly had “Southern leanings” and Pierce put his Secretary
of War in charge of making sure that either this Northern railroad bridge never got built or that it would not
get built until well after a commensurate Southern railroad bridge was built across the Mississippi River.
Using the power of his position, coupled with the fact that the U.S. government owned what had been Fort
Armstrong at the Rock Island site, through which tracks of the Chicago and Rock Island Railroad would have
to be laid to reach the river, the Secretary of War issued an order to stop the project. The order was initially
ignored. When the U.S. marshal showed up to enforce the Secretary of War’s order, he found the land had
already been graded in preparation for laying down railroad tracks and to bring in equipment to build the
bridge. For some unknown reason the marshal departed without evicting the bridge or railroad construction
workers.
Infuriated, the Secretary of War then applied for an injunction in federal court to keep the bridge company and
railroads from doing any further construction at the Rock Island, IL site. A federal judge eventually sided
with the railroad bridge company in his final ruling. Bridge construction could then proceed as the Secretary
of War had no more cards to play.
The design of the long railroad bridge was intended to present a minimum hazard to navigation. The total
structure of the bridge was 1,581 feet long
and was composed of six spans. The singletrack bridge included a swing draw span
placed directly over the customary
steamboat channel with two fixed spans on
the Illinois side and three on the Iowa side.
The draw span rotated on a massive center
pier with a top width of 32 feet and was
supported by a turntable bearing
arrangement with twenty wheels on a
twenty-eight-foot diameter track. There
was some thought to putting a roof on the
bridge, but the idea was rejected because of
the fear that sparks from locomotives might
set fire to it. On April 21, 1856 the bridge
was completed, and trains began crossing
the mighty Mississippi for the first time.*
Figure 2 - First railroad bridge across the Mississippi River.
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Just 15 days after the bridge was completed disaster struck. On the evening of May 6th, the steamer Effie Afton
blew her whistle as she approached the bridge signaling for the bridge operator to open the swing span, which
was done. Just after clearing the draw the steamer took a hard-right turn and impacted the bridge span next to
the open draw. The impact did serious damage to both the steamer and the bridge, but things only got worse
when a stove from one of the steamer’s cabins apparently tipped over and the steamer caught fire and
subsequently the bridge timbers also caught on fire. The Effie Afton burned to mere cinders in just 5 minutes.
Sparks from burning bridge timbers caused more spans to catch fire. The steamer, worth $50,000 was gone
and the railroad bridge was out of commission, requiring extensive repairs.

Figure 3 - The Effie Afton steamboat plowed into the first railroad bridge across the
Mississippi on May 6, 1856. Both the bridge and the boat burned.

Exactly what caused this “accident” will never be known. The steamer captain claimed that the Effie Afton
lost her right engine and the left engine suddenly accelerated for some unknown reason, causing the hard-right
turn. However, there is also evidence supporting a theory that this was essentially an act of sabotage. This
incident resulted in the owner of the steamer to sue the railroad bridge company for loss of his ship and her
cargo in the Chicago District Court. The resulting lawsuit, docketed as Hurd v. Rock Island Railroad
Company, promised to be the battle of the century between the competing emerging transportation rivals.
The railroad bridge company hired an experienced Illinois lawyer who had successfully tried and defended no
less than 3 railroad cases and 2 cases involving obstruction of navigable rivers due to bridge construction.
This lawyer was very “hands on”. He talked to everyone that had knowledge about topology, bridge design,
currents, induced eddy currents caused by bridge supports, etc. Furthermore, he had new tests conducted to
confirm existing data. This lawyer’s summation took nearly two days and was as eloquent and thorough as it
was highly fact based. As part of his summation and in acknowledgement as to the importance of railroads,
this lawyer declared, "It (railroads) is growing larger and larger, building up new countries with a rapidity
never before seen in the history of the world." The jury deliberated for a few hours and ended up as a hung
jury. The judge dismissed the case against the railroad bridge company. In the year after repairs were made to
the railroad bridge following the accident 12,586 freight cars and 74,179 passengers crossed the new bridge
over the Mississippi River without any further incidents. *
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Oh, in case you were wondering:
The Army lieutenant that performed the Rock Island area topological survey for possible railroad bridge
construction locations was Robert E. Lee (future top general of the Confederate Army).
Franklin Pierce’s Secretary of War who tried, in vain, to stop the Rock Island, IL railroad bridge project was
Jefferson Davis (future President of the Confederacy).
The savvy, eloquent, and knowledgeable railroad lawyer that successfully defended the railroad bridge
company in the Effie Afton lawsuit was Abraham Lincoln.
As Paul Harvey would have said, “And now you know the rest of the story”.
* Much of the information obtained for this article was acquired from the National Archives, specifically an
article written by David A. Pfeiffer, “Bridging the Mississippi: The Railroads and Steamboats Clash at the
Rock Island Bridge”, Summer 2004, Vol. 36, no. 2.

Mark’s Minute

By Mark Couvillion

Checking your work is an important part of properly wiring your layout. Ideally, there is no
connection between one rail and the other until you connect your power source to the bus wire or
place something across the rails. As you install feeders, especially on a new layout, it is simple to
connect a Volt-Ohm meter across the two bus wires with 1) the meter set on continuity with the
annunciator on, or 2) the meter set on resistance at the lowest range. As you connect feeders to the
bus, a mistake will cause the annunciator to go off immediately or the meter to go full scale. Your
time finding and fixing the problem will be minimal. If you don’t takes steps to immediately tell you
if you make a mistake, you may spend hours (or days) chasing a simple mistake.
Warning: Don't solder to your track or feeders with the command station or transformer connected
and “ON”. You will ruin electronic components. The voice of experience!

Congratulations!

Submitted by Bob Sabol

Over the past several months several of our members have received special recognition, and we just
wanted them to be recognized again.


Bob Barnett earned MMR #605. Check out his article in the March 2019 NMRA Magazine,
page 54.
 Gold Creek Timber Co. is featured in Great Model Railroads, 2019, page 78. This outstanding
layout is the craftsmanship of Loren Neufeld and Jim Lemmond. The photos are by Bob
Werre. Great job.
 Steve Sandifer and his promotion on T.V. of our February 16, 2019 Greater Houston Train
Show. Check it out at https://youtu.be/cOjT0T1vVMI

The Dibble’s New Address
Ed & Darlene Dibble would like to announce their move to:
The Forum at Memorial Woods
777 N. Post Oak Rd 1206
Houston, TX 77024
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Temple Tales
By: Gordon Bliss
In getting prepared for November open house tours, I was not planning on heading to Temple this
year. But a last-minute invite and hearing that Wig-Wag was going to be there, I grabbed some film
and headed to Temple. I met Rich Businger at 6am to car pool to Temple, a quick trip to Brenham and
a stop for breakfast, then we said good morning to the former Santa Fe mainline.
This is one of my favorite trips to Temple for the train show or to the drag strip just south of Temple
in Academy.
This route follows the Santa Fe main almost the entire way from Brenham. Just south of Somerville
dam we picked up our first train, a southbound coal with two BN units on the rear, and since it was
still early, we did not see any switching at Somerville. At Chriseman siding we saw a southbound
pellet train parked. In Milano a parked southbound grain train and a work train with riprap cars and a
BN engine. We approached a slow-moving northbound train with some neat looking cryo cars painted
white with orange trim. Each car had its own name on the door, we found one with the least amount
of graffiti and snap a shot.
The train came to a complete stop and after we got our shot a dogcatcher van came back with the
switchman and started to break the train for the rural road crossings. We made our way to the front
and found a sad looking war bonnet on the lead, the paint was peeling, and she had not had a bath in a
long time, but that nose made a great shot! We did not catch another train until we stopped at the
south fueling racks in Temple and found a northbound empty coal train with almost brand-new cars
and two southbound mixed trains. With only 7 trains on the way up I thought this might be a light day
and hoped for more trains on the way back.
We made the doors of the train show just before opening at 10am and found out this is the 25th year
of the Temple train show!! We also ran into some old faces; our only life member of the N crowd Ron
Miller was there and was giving clinics on module railroads. Both Jim Hinds and George Hodlewell
were there but without tables, The Austin N-trak club, both N scale and Z scale parts of the Northwest
Crossing club had layouts set up. Some of our well-known vendors were there, Larry from Train
Cellar, George and Deborah from Wig-Wag, Big Al, and one of my favorites: artist John Winfield.
N scale was bought and sold, my wallet became lighter, and John had painted 3 new Santa Fe prints,
one commemorating the Temple train shows 25th with a crew change in front of the depot.
After having lunch with Fred and Betsy (the critter clan) we made our way to the depot. The troop car
and Pullman had fresh coats of paint! The kids were playing on the handcars under the overpass, and
the crew was setting up for a banquet later that evening inside the depot. While at the depot 2 trains
rolled by, first a southbound grain, and then a northbound mixed with a GP60M “B unit” in heritage
one paint! Driving around to the old roundhouse area we saw an SD45-2 “B unit” still in blue paint.
BNSF had painted over “Santa Fe” on the classic red sanding tower.
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After getting some drinks we set out on the return trip, at the southbound fuel racks the same
southbound grain that had just gone by the depot was getting a drink all by itself. Before we could get
to Hedinhiemer a northbound stack train roared by us, next stop was Buckholts where 2 northbounds,
first a pellet trains and then a mixed hot on his tail. In the siding at South Buckholts was a southbound
grain holding, and as we headed south, we found a loaded southbound coal train with new cars
marked for “TSNX” in the siding at Cameron. While Rich was taking pictures of the lead locomotive
with the new BNSF swoosh logos, an 18-wheeler pulled up to a local loading area and started off
loading deer corn into 3 BNSF grain cars, a perfect picture of the rural small-town industry! We made
our way to the south side of town and took some pictures of the south signals and heard the horn of a
northbound mixed and got some pictures as he rolled by.
We left Cameron and went south on 36 but were turned around just south of Little River bridge by the
police and a game warden (later found out this may have been connected to an earthquake! In Texas?
around Milano).We were rerouted down a small two-lane road and came out at hwy 79 at Milano; we
made a dash for the diamond with BNSF and the UP. Under the overpass was a southbound rock train
with a blue and yellow Santa Fe on the lead (another great nose shot!) Rich asked the engineer what
he was holding for and he said, “one northbound”. Only a few minutes went by and we heard the
northbound. The grain train roared across the diamonds and past the rock train. Before we could get to
the car the southbound rock blew his horn to exit the siding and headed south, we caught him at the
diamonds.
Rich had not been to Hearne for a while, so we drove down 79 to Valley Junction and went to the four
-way crossing, saw a unit tied up on the north side and a signal displaying red over lunar, and to the
south we saw a headlight.
A northbound UP mixed train rolled really slowly over the diamonds, and with our light almost gone
we made a mad dash to Hearne.
As you get close to Hearne there is a large GATX plant that builds and refurbishes tank cars. On a
spur at the end of the fence was a lone passenger car that I believe was a sleeper and was in poor
condition. In Hearne the station has been moved across the highway from the tracks, it is not in the
best of shape, but there is a sign saying they will restore it! In the Hearne yard there was 2 UP trains,
one appeared to be a northbound local and a mixed train headed south. One thing was apparent: the
UP pulled on the south leg of the wye under the Hwy 6 overpass and realigned to the leg headed to
Flatonia.
It was only a year or so ago that this was where they parked the UP-Challenger steam locomotive
overnight before its run into Houston. Change is always happening.
Now that it was dark, we decided to just drive back Hwy 6, after getting some chow in College
Station I commented to Rich that Hwy 6 has a lot of construction, so we drove down the road to
Millican and caught our last train, a northbound UP rock train headed for Hearne. We made Houston
at about 10pm. So: 22 trains in a 16-hour trip and a really good train show made for another great
TRAIN trip.
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By Gene Mangum

As mentioned in Part One, in this series of articles I will discuss operations on the Mystic Branch. In Part
One I discussed the basic operational assumptions for the Branch. To reiterate, there are four freight trains,
three “yard jobs” and two passenger trains per operating session. In Parts Two and Three of this series, the
first two movements - the SATKVT freight and Yard Job 1 were described. SATKVT (San Antonio, TX –
Kerrville TX) brings the freight cars for Kerrville, Mystic and Val Verde on to the branch from San Antonio.
Yard Job 1 is responsible for sorting the cars for Val Verde and Mystic for the two “turns” and any cars
bound for the un-modeled rail served customers in Kerrville.
Parts Four and Five of this series will describe and show some illustrations for the next two movements –
the VVT and Yard Job 2. The VVT (Val Verde Turn) brings all of the cars destined for Val Verde into the
passing siding in Val Verde using the SD and crew used for SATKVT. It then delivers all cars to the Val
Verde rail served customers and picks up all outbound cars and returns to the main track in Kerrville. Yard
Job 2 then sorts all outbound loads and empties from the VVT. In Part Four we will discuss the first portion
of the VVT; the remainder of the VVT and Yard Job 2 will be discussed in Part Five.

Val Verde Turn – Part One

The Engineer and Head Brakeman from the SATKVT mount Engine 1427 and the Conductor and Rear
Brakeman mount the Caboose, SP 4759. At approximately 8:35 AM, the Kerrville Station Agent calls the
San Antonio Dispatcher letting him know that VVT was ready to dispatch. The San Antonio Dispatcher then
issued this train order: ENG 1427 RUN EXTRA KERRVILLE TO VAL VERDE AND RETURN TO
KERRVILLE. This order authorizes the VVT. The Conductor then prepares the outbound portion of his
Switch List (using the car cards from the Kerrville Main car card box). Once completed, the Conductor
radios the Engineer that the train is ready to move. The Engineer runs the brake test satisfactorily and starts
ringing the bell to signal the train is about to start. The Engineer gives two short blasts of the air horn,
releases the brakes, and moves the throttle to RUN 1. The time is 8:50 AM. See Figure 1.

Figure 1 – EXTRA 1427 EAST (the Val Verde Turn) ready to depart Kerrville

Once clear of the yard limits, the Engineer steadily increases the throttle until the train speed is
approximately 25 mph. Val Verde is about 35 miles from Kerrville, just past Mystic. It will take about an
hour for EXTRA 1427 EAST to reach Val Verde. As EXTRA 1427 EAST approaches the West Passing
Track switch in Val Verde, the Engineer gives two short blasts on the train horn signaling that the train is
about to stop. The Engineer throttles back, adds brake and stops just short of the switch. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2 – EXTRA 1427 EAST at Val Verde Passing Siding Switch

The Head Brakeman then throws the West switch for the Passing Siding and mounts the engine. The
Engineer releases the brake, sounds two short blasts on the train horn, eases the throttle open and begins
moving down the siding. The Engineer signals for the grade crossing leading to the Val Verde Fuel Terminal
and Campbell Supply Company and moves slowly into Val Verde. See Figure 3.

Figure 3 – EXTRA 1427 EAST enters Val Verde

EXTRA 1427 EAST then proceeds down the Passing Siding. As the Engine nears the East Passing Siding
Switch, the Engineer gives two short blasts on the train horn, throttles back, adds brake and stops just short of
the East switch. See Figure 4.

Figure 4 – EXTRA 1427 EAST at East Switch
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The Head Brakeman then throws the switch for the Passing Siding and the Engineer sounds two short blasts
on the train horn and slowly eases 1427 ahead until the Caboose just clears the grade crossing leading to the
Val Verde Fuel Terminal and Campbell Supply Company. The Engineer sounds two short blasts on the train
horn, adds brake, and stops the train. See Figure 5.

Figure 5 – Caboose SP 4759 clear of the crossing.

The Conductor then walks over to the Val Verde Depot and visits with the Val Verde Agent. The Agent tells
the Conductor which cars are to be picked up from the rail served customers in Val Verde. The Conductor
then adds the pickups and transfers to his Switch List. (Actually from the car cards in the Val Verde card
boxes). Once the Switch List is completed the Crew begins the switching maneuvers. The first set out and
pickup is at the Val Verde Fuel Terminal since this is a simple trailing point move. The Val Verde Fuel
Terminal receives refined petroleum products such as gasoline, diesel fuel, and fuel oil. It also receives
propane and ships crude oil from local wells and pipelines. Today, the VVT will deliver a load of refined
gasoline in tank car, SP 67343. It will pick up empty tank car, GATX 52608. The Rear Brakeman uncouples
SP 67343 from its neighboring aggregate hopper, SP 464302 and radios the Engineer. The Engineer sounds
two quick blasts on the train horn and eases 1427 forward. See Figure 6.

Figure 6 – Tank Car, SP 67343 uncoupled from Aggregate Hopper, SP 464302
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The Rear Brakeman mounts SP 67343 as 1427 slowly eases forward. When SP 67343 clears the fuel terminal
switch, the Rear Brakeman radios the Engineer. The Engineer sounds two short blasts on the train horn, adds
brake, and stops the cut of cars. The Rear Brakeman dismounts and lines the fuel terminal switch for the fuel
terminal siding. See Figure 7.

Figure 7 – Fuel Terminal Switch lined for siding

When finished he radios the Engineer. The Engineer sounds three short blast on the train horn and slowly
backs down the fuel terminal siding and couples to GATX 52608. See Figure 8.

Figure 8 – GATX 52608 being picked up

The Rear Brakeman connects the air hoses, releases the hand brake on GATX 52608, and radios the Engineer
that the cut is ready to move. The Rear Brakeman mounts the last tank car as the Engineer gives two short
blasts of the train horn, releases the brake, opens the throttle and slowly pulls the cut ahead. When GATX
52608 clears the fuel terminal switch, the Rear Brakeman radios the Engineer. The Engineer sounds two
short blasts on the train horn, adds brake, and stops the cut. The Rear Brakeman dismounts and lines the fuel
terminal switch for the Passing siding. See Figure 9.

Figure 9 – Fuel Terminal switch lined for Passing Siding
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The Rear Brakeman mounts GATX 52608, and radios the Engineer that the cut is ready to move. The
Engineer sounds three short blast on the train horn and slowly backs down the Passing Siding and couples
GATX 52608 to SP 464302. The Rear Brakeman connects the air hoses. See Figure 10.

Figure 10 – GATX 52608 coupled to SP 464302

The Rear Brakeman then uncouples SP 67343 from GATX 52608 and signals the Engineer that the cut is
ready to move. The Rear Brakeman mounts SP 67343 as 1427 slowly eases forward. When SP 67343 clears
the fuel terminal switch, the Rear Brakeman radios the Engineer. The Engineer sounds two short blasts on
the train horn, adds brake, and stops the cut. The Rear Brakeman dismounts and lines the fuel terminal switch
for the fuel terminal siding. When finished he radios the Engineer. The Engineer sounds three short blast on
the train horn and slowly backs down the fuel terminal siding to set out the tank car. See Figure 11.

Figure 11 - SP 67443 Delivered to Val Verde Fuel Terminal

The Rear Brakeman then uncouples SP 67343 and radios the Engineer. The Engineer sounds two quick blasts
on the train horn and eases 1427 forward. The Rear Brakeman sets the hand brake on the tank car and mounts
the aggregate hopper as the train begins to move. When aggregate hopper, GVSR 637705 clears the fuel
terminal switch, the Rear Brakeman radios the Engineer. The Engineer sounds two short blasts on the train
horn, adds brake, and stops the cut. The Rear Brakeman dismounts and lines the fuel terminal switch for the
Passing siding.
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The Rear Brakeman mounts GVSR 637705, and radios the Engineer that the cut is ready to move. The
Engineer sounds three short blast on the train horn and slowly backs down the Passing Siding and couples
GVSR 637705 to GATX 52608. The Rear Brakeman connects the air hoses. The Conductor checks the setout and pick up on the Switch List. (Then the Conductor puts the car card for GATX 52608 in the Passing
Track card box. Likewise, the Conductor places a Car Being Loaded/Unloaded Do Not Move instruction in
the car card for SP 67443 and places the card in the Val Verde Fuel Terminal card box.) The Rear
Brakeman then walks to the grade crossing leading to the Val Verde Fuel Terminal and Campbell Supply
Company and radios the Engineer that the train is ready to move. The Rear Brakeman protects the grade
crossing as the Engineer sounds three short blast on the train horn and slowly backs down the Passing Siding
so that the first car on the train is clear of the East Passing Siding Switch. The Caboose now temporarily
blocks the access road grade crossing. See Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12 –
SP 30259 clear of East Passing Siding Switch

Figure 13 - Caboose temporarily blocks access road

The Head Brakeman uncouples 1427 from the flat car, SP 30259 and the Engineer pulls 1427 ahead to clear
the East Passing Siding switch. The Head Brakeman lines the switch for the main, locks it, and mounts the
engine. The Engineer then sounds three quick blasts of the train horn and reverses down the main. As 1427
approaches the Val Verde Station Platform, the Engineer starts the bell to alert anyone on the platform. See
Figure 14.

Figure 14 – 1427 passes the Val Verde Depot
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The reason for this run around move is so that the two remaining Val Verde rail served customers can be
easily handled by the crew as trailing point moves. As 1427 approaches the West Passing Siding Switch the
Engineer gives two short blasts on the horn indicating that the engine is about to stop. Meanwhile, the Rear
Brakeman had aligned the West Passing Siding Switch for the Main so 1427 stops just on the West side of
the switch. After aligning the switch, the Rear Brakeman walked along the train to a position between GATX
52608 and SP 464302. Then, the Head Brakeman aligns the switch for the Passing Siding. The Engineer
sounds two short blasts on the train horn and proceeds slowly down the siding. See Figure 15.

Figure 15 – 1427 approaches Caboose

1427 couples to the caboose and slowly pushes the train forward so that the uncoupling of the cars can occur
on straight track. The pickups and setouts for Valley Aggregates will be handled next. So, the last three
unloaded aggregate hoppers in the train, SP 464302, SP 464000, and SP 464146 are uncoupled from the
train. The Rear Brakeman performs the uncoupling and radios the Engineer when done. The Engineer sound
two short blasts on the train horn, releases the brake and slowly pulls the caboose and three hoppers down the
Passing siding. See Figure 16.

Figure 16 – Three aggregate hoppers uncoupled from train

Meanwhile, the Rear Brakeman sets the hand brake on GATX 52608 and walks over to the North Lead
switch and sets it for the lead. As 1427 approaches the West Passing Siding switch the Head Brakeman
dismounts from the engine. The Engineer proceeds until the Head Brakeman radios that the train is clear of
the switch and stops the cut of cars. The Head Brakeman lines the switch for the main and mounts the last
aggregate hopper. The Engineer sounds three short blasts on the train horn and shoves the cut of cars slowly
down the main. The Rear Brakeman protects the grade crossing as the cut clears the crossing and proceeds
down the North lead. When 1427 is well clear of the lead switch, the Engineer sounds two short blasts on the
train horn and brings the cut to a stop. See Figure 17.
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The Rear Brakeman uncouples the caboose from the aggregate hoppers and the Engineer reverses until the
caboose is clear of the lead switch. The Rear Brakeman lines the switch for the main and after sounding three
short blasts, the Engineer pushes the caboose down the Main. As the caboose approaches the depot, the
Engineer starts the bell. When the caboose is level with the depot the Engineer stops and the Rear Brakeman
uncouples the caboose. See Figure 18.

Figure 18 – Caboose SP 4759 spotted on Main

With the Rear Brakeman protecting the grade crossing, the Engineer pulls 1427 clear of the lead switch. The
Rear Brakeman lines the switch for the lead and the Engineer sounds two short blasts, moves 1427 ahead and
couples to the cut of aggregate hoppers. Meanwhile, the Head Brakeman opens the gates to Valley
Aggregates. Then, with the Head Brakeman protecting the grade crossing into the depot parking lot the
Engineer slowly moves the cut of empty aggregate hoppers: SP 464302, SP 464000, and SP 464146 into
Valley Aggregates and couples to the first three loaded aggregate hoppers: SP 465740, SP 464599, and SP
466307. See Figure 19.

Figure 19 – Three loaded Aggregate Hoppers picked up at Valley Aggregates

Once coupled, the Head Brakeman releases the hand brakes on all of the loaded hoppers and mounts the last
loaded aggregate hopper. The Engineer sounds two short blasts, and pulls the cut down the North Lead. With
the Rear Brakeman protecting the grade crossing leading to the Val Verde Fuel Terminal and Campbell
Supply Company, the Engineer pulls 1427 down the North Lead. Once the last loaded hopper is clear of the
lead switch, the Head Brakeman radios the Engineer and he sounds two short blasts and stops the cut of cars.
The Head Brakeman lines the lead switch for the Main and after sounding three short blasts, the Engineer
slowly shoves the cut of cars down the Main and couples the last loaded aggregate hopper to the Caboose.
Then starting the bell, the Engineer sounds three short blasts and moves the cut until the last of the three
loaded hoppers is level with the depot. (The Conductor checks the pickup of SP 465740, SP 464599, and SP
466307 and moves the car cards for the three loaded hoppers to the Main Track box.) See Figure 20.
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Operations on the Mystic Branch — Part Four

By Gene Mangum

Figure 20 - Three loaded aggregate hoppers spotted on the Main
The Head Brakeman then uncouples SP 465740 from SP 464302 and signals the Engineer. While the Rear
Brakeman protects the grade crossing, the Engineer sounds two short blasts and moves the remaining cut
down the Main until SP 464302 is clear of the lead switch. The Rear Brakeman lines the switch for the lead
and mounts SP 464302. Then, with the Head Brakeman protecting the grade crossing into the depot parking
lot the Engineer slowly shoves the cut of empty aggregate hoppers into Valley Aggregates. See Figure 21.

Figure 21 – first three empty aggregate hoppers spotted at Valley Aggregates

SP 464302, SP 464000, and SP 464146 are spotted on the outside track, the Rear Brakeman uncouples SP
464146 from 1427, the Engineer pulls ahead slowly, and the Rear Brakeman sets the Hand Brakes on all of
the hoppers. (Then, the Conductor checks off the three set outs, adds Car Being Loaded/Unloaded Do Not
Move instructions in the car cards for SP 464302, SP 464000, and SP 464146, and places the cards in the
Valley Aggregates card box.)
Well, due to space limitations, this concludes this operating session on the Mystic Branch. In the next
installment the remainder of the VVT and Yard Job 2 will be featured. See you next month!
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March 2019 Minutes
President Bob Barnett called the meeting to
order at 6:56pm. There were no visitors.
David Currey thanked Virginia Freitag and
Greg Slutz for punch and cookies. He
introduced Chuck Lind for a clinic entitled
“Knight Foundry, Sutter Creek and Gold
Country”. The presentation covered a trip to
the Westside Lumber Co. with added stops
along the way – complete with videos.
Treasurer’s Report
The January minutes were accepted as
published. The February bank balance was
$18,189.82 after a very successful Train Show.
Income for the month included $8482 in Train
Show admissions and table sales. Expenses
included a $304 thank you Visa card for the
Derail editor and $1079 in various Train Show
expenses. A final GHTS accounting will be
available when the after-show rebates and late
bills are received.
Greater Houston Train Show
We need to have a lessons learned for this
year’s show. It was the largest show yet, in
part to the excellent advertising we enjoyed.
Lone Star Region/ Division 8
Visit http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/ for
clinic information. Chuck Lind presented Jim
Kelly with his Golden Spike and Engineer
Electrical achievement awards. Ray Byer
mentioned that new officers will be elected at
the September 23 business meeting. Give a
thought to running for office.
Bob Barnett mentioned that the next LSR
convention will be held in Houston
conjunction with the GHTS. The LSR table
signed up 6 new members, including 2
military.
Yahoo Group/Groups.io
Rick Jones has moved the San Jac site to
Groups.io. Our group is SJMRRC.
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By Richard Louvet

Derail
The President read a thank you note from Terri
for the Visa gift card from the club.
Old Business
The two youth award recipients from Hogg
Middle School will be bussed to the LSR
convention in Frisco by the school. A motion
was passed to cover the kid’s/parent’s
expenses from the club treasury. Jim
Lemmond will follow up.
New Business
Gus Freitag is in a hospital in Palestine with
pneumonia. JayC. Williams is recovering at
home, as is Don Bozman.
Divina Gato-Hogno reported that the Social
Media group is adding Twitter as a club media.
Duane Hill will handle the startup.
Ray Byer said the contest room at the train show
was a success with 37 entries versus only 15 last
year. Randall Wilson said we needed more
photos of the show and of the contest entries.
The group thanked the Hognos for the
sandwiches during the show. Greg Slutz’s wife
was also thanked for the cookies for the
meeting.
This year’s LSR convention in Frisco is
limited to 150 at the dessert meeting, so
register early to avoid being left out. With the
success of this year’s show, Randall Wilson
moved that the club donate $1000 to the
NMRA. The motion was tabled until all the
show costs are in.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:41.
Respectively submitted,
Dick Louvet
Secretary/Treasurer
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

President: Robert (Bob) Barnett MMR
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
Vice-President: David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Past President: Rex Ritz icrex@yahoo.com

Derail Staff
Conductor: Bob Sabol

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, APRIL 2

“Fish and Poultry Cars ”

bsabol@stillmeadow.com

by

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti

Steve Sandifer

tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com

Brakemen:
Mark Couvillion
(mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)
David N. Currey
(texasandlouisiana@msn.com)
Don Formanek (locogeared@gmail.com)
Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com)
Pete Leach (pleachtx55@gmail.com)
Richard Louvet (rlouvet@att.net)
Gene Mangum (semangum@windstream.net)
Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com)
JayC. Williams (jaycello@yahoo.com)
Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com)

Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Steve Sandifer (cookies)

Video Corner

Locomotive Ride Along:
Norfolk & Western 611
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfIqTX1TMTo
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